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Details of the request:

PID Current zone Proposed Zone Area (acres)
41018219 RB-1 WC 30a
41032814 RB-1 WC 68a
40271603 RB-1 WC 79a
40271611 RB-1 WC 12a

Total 189a

Redesignate and rezone PID’s identified in table below from RB-1 
to WC.

PID Current Zone Proposed Zone Area (acres)
41197385 RB-1 I-1 45a
40271629 RB-1 I-1 75a

Total 120a

Redesignate and rezone PID’s identified below from RB-1 to I-1

Contingent on the above zoning changes, 189 + acres of the 
newly created WC lands would be donated to HRM for addition 
to the Western Commons Park.
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Lands to be 
rezoned

I-1 Land

WC Land
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Public Information 
Meeting Quotes

Wednesday, January 6th, 2011

”Chris Beazley advised that the bog and wetlands are very important to the watersheds in the 
area and if this area is touched it will have a negative impact on the watersheds.”

“Danny Caines…. It (Drysdale Bog) has been a sensitive area for a long time, and therefore, HRM 
should buy the land for conservation.”

“John Cascadden stated that he supports conservation of the said Bog area, 100 percent.”

“Mike Lamplogh (sic) He asked why HRM doesn't buy the land, as conversation land, to protect it.”

“Mr. Cascadden stated that the time for thinking is now as the lands need to be conservation lands. It 
needs to be done prior to coming to this land.”

“Denise Caines asked if HRM, along with water conservation (Provincial and Federal), would consider 
purchasing this land to preserve it in its natural state.”

“Dan McAvoy stated that he was glad to see that people in this area were supportive of the idea of 
the HRM buying up these lands as a conservation area, to protect the wetlands”

“Unknown resident asked why HRM is not acquiring these lands……”
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